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Abstractr The condition I-FLG has beerr used to tame kite gaphs. We extend this condition 
so that it applies to all topological complexes in a 3-manifTold. We shag tha;i a topological com- 
plex which is a closed subset of a 3-manifold is tame if and only if its con@sment has I-FLG at 
each point of K. 
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Tame l-FLG 3-manifold 
1. Introduction 
Let K be a topological complex in a 3-manifold W and p E K. Tne sub- 
division KP of K is defined by: k ~2 KP if p is a TTertex of K, and if p is not 
a vertex of K then Kp has exactly one more ver-iex than K, name:ly JI. 
say that M3\K has free local jundamental groups at p (l-FLG at p) if for 
each suffkientlly small open connected set U (containing p there is an open 
set V such that p E V c U and if W is any open connected set such that 
p EE W C V and W n A is connected for each simplex A of KP then for 
each non-empty component IV’ of w\K the image of the iincfusion homo- 
morphism l* : T( W’; -it 7p( U’) is 8 free goup on RI- 1 genejrators w
is the component of UK containing W’ and m is the number of 
nents of s@)\(g) that meet Cl(W). 
he free group 0~2 zero generators is un 
o-m 1.1. Suppose K is a topological complex _vqtich is a ciosed zub- 
f a 3-manifold Ms. Then K is tame iff M3\Eh& i-FLG at each l?oint 
of K. 
The next proposition shows that if K is a finite graph the above condi- 
tio:~ is equivalent to “‘M3\K has I-FLG at each point p of K” as defined 
in [lOI . 
Rqmition 1.2. Suppose K is an n-frame, K is the star of :the vertex p of 
K and8 # is topslogically embedded inMs. Then M%K has l-FLG at p iff 
for each sufficient’i)r sm.ah open set U containing p there is an open set ‘v 
such that p E Y c U and if W is any connected open se:- such that 
p E W c V, then the image under the inclusion homomorphism i,:
nl(WW) + 9r#AK) is a free group on n-l generators. 
of. If WI is any “small” opea connected set containingp), H the com- 
ponent of WI P K that contains ,p and W = W$ \(KW) then W n A is con- 
nected for each A in KP and W\K = W&K. 
For K a finite graph, Doyle [ ‘71 and Debrunner and Fox [ 51 have shown 
that a necessary condition for K to be tame is that M3\K have l-FLG at 
each point of K. Cannon has shown in [ 51 that this condition is also suf- 
cient. 
The condition 1 -FLG includes I-ALG. For, if K is 2 I-manifold, M3\K 
has I-ALG at a po.int p of K iff A43\K has I-FLG at p (see [ lo]). 
For K a 2-manifold with boundary which is closed in M3,3ing demon- 
strated in [ 31 that A43\K is l-kc at each point of K is necessaqr and suffi- 
cient for K to be tame. 
tion 1.3. Suppose K is a topolagical complex in a 3-manifold M3. 
Suppose p is in the topological boundary of K and the link of p in Kp is 
I-FLG at p iff @\K is l-EC at p. 
is connected, St(p)\(p) has only one compo- 
a corollary to eorem 1 .l ay extend [3] as follows: 
For a vertex u of a topological complex we denote the star of 0 by 
St(u) and the link of u by lk(v). 
Let x E L, where L is a Z-manifold with boundary in a 3-manifold Ms. 
The local separation theorem [l? 82, Corollary Z] yields: For ever-v 
e > 0, there is an e-neig$hborhood N-of x in A@ sueh that AM, has two 
components 8, and Oz. If x E Bd &, thkn O2 = $9. If x E Int L, then C+ 
and o2 are non-empty. 
We say th.at U C M3 is a l-side& neighborhood of 3c for L if there is a 
neighborhood N of x from the local separation theorem such that 
01 !J (N’n I ) C U and 02 n U = 0. Let x F L, U a l-sided neighborhood 
of X’ and IV- 0, and O2 given for U. We say that MS\ L is l-LC on the U 
side of L at x if for every e > 0 there is a neighbsrhood N(e) of Is from 
the local separation theorem such that N(e) c A! and any simple closed 
curveinQ1, -) (E can be shrunk to ti point in M3\L on a set of diameter less 
than e. If x E Int L then L is said to be Zoca& tame from the Cl side at x 
if x has a 39cell neighborhood in U. It f”%zz from [3, Theorems 4,8] 
that %, is locally tame from the Lr side at x if.L is 14,~ on the U side at 
each point in a neighborhood of X. 
Suppose N c M3 is a topological complex w&h contains no 30simb 
plexes, N is the star of one of its vertices 18, and IS = the number of ver- 
t&es of lk(u) in N. Then a rdwtim of N is a sequence of subcomplexes 
of IV, {Cj} f defined by : Let C1 = N. If lk(u) in q Izontains asimpk closed 
curve 9, let AI be a l-simplex df Sj, let A! =‘ihe join of u and Aj in cf and 
let q+I = q\ Int Aj\Int Aj. If lk(u) in 5 contains no simple closed curve% 
and lk(u) in Cj contains a I-S~&X +, let Ai = the join of u-and Aj in 5 
and (+I = 5Unt Aj\ Int A/. If lk(u) 1n 5 contains DO E-simplexes, let 
C)+l = Cj. There is a first number i such that lk(u) in Ci contains n3 simple 
closed curves. The reduced complex C of N i’s C = Ci. The join irf a, and 
the vertia;s of lk(u) is an n-fra 
Suppose U and W are op 
finite connected graph 47 C 
homolmorphis 
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iff there is a spine G for the pair (U” IV) whose Euler characteristic, E(G) = 
2 -m. 
oaf. Suppose the image of s’, is a free group an m - 1 generators. There 
is a wedge G of simple closed curves uch that thG2 inclusion induced ho- 
momorphism j* : R(G) + W( m maps onto Pm i, and E(G) ==: 2 - m. Since 
the mnk of V(G) = 1 - E(G) = ~4 - 1 and a homomorphism of a free 
group of finite mk onto a free group of the same rank has trivial kernel 
[P, Theorem 2.13, p. lO9], G is a spine. 
The converse isimmediate. 
Lemma 3.2. (McMillan). Suppose K is a topological complex in E3 such 
that K is the star of a vertex u of K and K contains no 3-simplexes. Let 
T be the h-frame in K that is the join of% ,and the vertices of lk(u) in K. 
Suppose K\({u) (3 UC(U)) is locally polyhedral. Suppose also that for each 
open connected set X containing D there exist open connecte d sets U, 
Iv and !V1 such that u E Vf c V c U c X add if W is any open connected 
set such that u 6: W c VI and W n A is connected for each simplex A in 
K then the images of i& and j* are free groups on n-1 generators where 
iir and j* are the inclusion induced homomorphisms 
Then T is locally tame at u. 
of. A proof may be adapted from the one given by McMiJlan for 
Lemma 3 in 1 lo]. Let C * be the collec ion defined by McMillan in that 
of with the additional condition: C n A is connected for e&h simplex 
my component of WE?. If W’ lies in some Oi then the image 
sion 
7r(W’) +a(@n Int Bi) + a(UQ 
is zero. If W’ does not lie in any Oi then W’ is a component of 
Let u be a vertex of H an e space N\1(4 w) 
is locally tame. For, let g E p lies in the 
s0me 2-simplex or if p lies in a l-simplel t is an edge of 
&simplex then N is locally tame at p by position 1.3 and [ 31. If p 
lies in a l-simplex that is an edge of no 2-simplex than ,.!V islocally tame 
at p by Proposition 1.2 and [4]. 
Suppose p lies in a l-simplex that is an edge of two or more 2-sim- 
plexes, Ai, i = 1 , . . . . t. Let D be a Scell cant ing p in its intetioir such 
thatDn(fk@)inKp)=~.LetU’beanyo nnected set in Int D that 
contains p and meets each simplex of N in a’connected set. t ;tlijl1, 
l - r- 1 , ..*, r, be the collection of components of U\N and Cl(G;) denote 
the ckzure of Ui in U. Thus Cl(Ui) mee he interior ofexactly two 2- 
simplexes of N and is a l-sided neighb od of p for the union of these 
two 2-simplexes. The components of U then efine the “sides”’ ofJV at 
p. It follows from Proposition 1.2 that i@\N is l-LC on each “side” of 
N at p. Thus N is locally tame from -each of its “sides” at p [ 31. That is, 
p has a 3-cell neighborhood BI in Cl(UI), for each i = 1, l .*9 r. 
Let 0 be an open neighborhood of p in A43 contained in the union of 
the Bi’S. Let k be a honieomorphism of I = [ 0,l ] into t intersection of 
0 and the l-simplex such that k(j) = p. For each i = 1 9 -, r, them is a 
homeomorphism ki of P into 0 fl A, that extends k. For eg:eh pair of 
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@ n. &,(ti) =,(6. Wee M%H has 13LG at p, wle camhow that if U is any 
sufficien&y small s$en connected see su& that u E U c Tra BandUnA 
is cormeclted and s;imply connected, for each simplex in IV,< if VO is given 
for U by the d&‘in~t~~~ of ldFLG, and if W -jis any open ,&Mnected set such 
that u E W c Vb and W CI A is connected for each A in IV, then the image 
of the in&ion horn~orp~s~ of ~(~~ into ~(~~ is a free group on 
n-f generators. The ~ro~edu~ Isto remuve by a reduction of N the in- 
teriors of siinplexes ii~ N until we reach the n-fmme T, 
Let q be a ~duct~.un of IV. suppose ok in Cr ~on~ins a~rnp~e 
closed curve SI . Let A, be&e Z~imp~ex~in CI given by the reduction. 
T&en there are exactly two components WI and W2 or *&VT1 whose clo- 
sures contain W (I fnt A1. Let Ur and U2 be the components of UK, that 
~~~t~n ~~~. and W2, respe~~ive~y* Let ml and m2 denote the number of 
~rn~o~?e~~~~s of C,\(u) that meet the closures of WI and Hi, res~e~tive~y. 
By Lemma 3.1 f there exist spines Gf and G2 for the pairs (UIS 8~) and 
(U2, I+$), Irespectively, and E(G,) =: 2-m, and E(G2) = 2-m,. 
Let W’ .zz Wr w Wi u (W n Int A,) and U’ be tire component of u\cz 
that cunta?;iris W’. Let Y = W n Int A,. There is an arc A C’ W’ from a ver- 
tex of G, I:01 a vertex of G$ that meets Y at exactly one point and pierces 
A1 thee. ‘!_.g t G’ = GI u G2 at A e Then G’ is a spine for the pair (V, W’). 
$* 8ny loop in W’. Then 1 is homotopic in W’ to a loop I, in W’ 
at a finite number of points and pierces A, at each point of 
their inters!Mion. The loop II may be adjusted over to the arc A at the 
points wht:,v.+f: I, meets the connacted set Y. Let B be a subarc of /I such 
that B n 1’ 11: Mf ‘and B pierces AI at % , It follows from [ 41 thst Y has 
a bicollar IQ (- 1, 1) such that the diameter of the fibers go to zero as 
they appr<f%‘X \ the boundary (of Y. TheLre xists t E (-1, I), 
bl E ii A (1;’ :y,’ t), bz E B n (YX (j-t)) and a homotopy H in Y X l-4, f ) 
such that l? I::: Ynt [b,, b2] and H carries; the subarc [b,, b,] of B into an 
I :? l (YX (-t)) tJ A and H keeps the endpoints of [b,, b2] fixed. 
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mus G’ is a spine for (U’, IV’). The Euler characleristic, E(G’) == &G1) + 
I.?($) - 1 and the number of components of C&:u) that meet U(W) is 
m ‘=?q +t?l2- 1 = 2 - E(C:,! + 2 - E(:G2) - 1 = 2 -.- E(G’). 
We continue this procedure to the reduced. complex C., 
Let 6 be the number of 2-simplexes in the reduceId complex C, h the 
number of components of Ik(pt) in C and YT the number of vertices of 
lk(u) in C. Since each component of lk(u) in C has one more vertex than 
l-simplex, n = 6 + h. Let W, = MN?. Since lk(u) in C contams no simple 
closed curves, W, is connected. Since C = Cj, for some i, we obtain from 
the above argument that the pair (U \C, Wh) has a spine G, and E(G,) = 
2 .-- h. 
Suppose C = Cs contains a 2-simplex Ai. Ll:t _4i be a polyhedral simple 
closed curve such that Ai n Ci is a point of Int A,, Ai pierces Aj at this 
pointandAjnC;hisavertexofGY1~LetGh+l=G~,UAtandWhcl= 
W, u (W n Int Aj>. Again it follows tha.t each loop in IJV~+~ is homotopic 
in U\C,+, to a loop in &+t. The loop 4 link!, Bd Aj and thus is not tri- 
vial in v\C,+, and not homotopic in U\ Cj+ 1 :o a loop in fj,. A polyhedral 
singular disk in general position with Int A, and whose boundary lies in 
G can be cut off of Int Aj. So no essential loop in Giz is trivial in W\C& 
I[t follows that Gh+l is a spine for (u \G++ wh+& The Euler characteris- 
tic, E(CI, +1) = E(Gh) - 1 and the number of components of C’+ 1\ (~1 that 
meet Cl( IV, +1) is 
h + 1 = 2 - E(G,z,) + 1 = 2 -- A!C(G~,+~). 
Continue the reduction to the n-frame 11”. Since n = p + hi, C, is a spine 
for the pair (UW, w\ T) and 
E(cQ=E(Gh)-@=2--d-@=2-n. 
Thus the number of generators of rr(G,) = 1 - E(G, ) = n - 1 l 
image of i, : n(W\T) + n(U\T) is a free group on n - 1 generators. 
Let IT be an open connected set such that u E 8’ c Vo and V n 
connected and sim@y connected for each ia IV. Let be given for 
is of Lemma 3.2 
locally tame and thus tame [21. 
,Bi@p@e K is tame. tind@E ;K: The’ proof f’>llows the one given for the 
lemm6& $6; 9 21 .‘Ther& is a homeomtirphisn g of M3 onto itself that 
cirries K 6nto a pblyhedron. There is a suWvision of 3 such that :;(K) 
is a s;ubcomplex, g(p) is a vertex and st(g(iw) j in g(K) ii& in g(st(p) in KP). 
Let R be the star of g@) in g(K). We may assume that g(p) is the ori- 
$n in Es, ik(g@)).lies in the boundary of the unit bail B and R is the cone 
-c)f lk(g@)) from gdp). For each 0 < t < 1, let Br denote the ball of mdius 
2’ centered at ‘the origin. Let W be any open connected set such that 
g@)EUCIntB.LetO<r< 1 suchthatB,c Uandlet V=IntB,. 
Suppose W is any open connected set such that g(p) E W c Y and 
W n g(A) is connected for each simplex A of KP. Let W’ be anqr non- 
empty co.mponent of WV?. Then W’ = W, n W, where W, is a component 
of Int BW. 
Let 0 < s < 1 such that Bs c IV. Let W, = V n W,, W, = (Int S,) n TV1 
am3 U’ th.e component of VW that contains IV’. Then Ws c W' c W,, c U' 
C IV,. We have that rr(WS) = r(W,) = n@$) = a free group on m -- 1 gener- 
ators whelre m = the number of components of K\(g(p)} that meet Cl(Wr) 
3 the number of components of R\{g@)} thsrt meet Cl( W’). Consider the 
diagram 
The maps f4j3 anld i,i, are onto isomorphisms. Thus i3 is onto and i2 is 
one-to-one. Thus In i3i2 = Im i2 = z( Wr). It follows that Ms \K has 
l-FLG at p. 
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